
ENTERING, CROSSING & EXITING TRAFFIC FLOW

Entering Traffic Flow
If approaching your vehicle from the sidewalk, approach from the front of the car.

Why?

Car in gear.

1.   Shift to Drive (Sock) 2.   Release the Parking Brake (Shoe)

The order is important.  By setting and releasing your parking brake in the correct order, you are keeping weight off the
pinion in the transmission and the weight of the car on the hand brake.

1. 360 check.

2. SMOG:  An acronym for the steps REQUIRED for safe lateral movements.

● Signal:   Signal in the direction you want to go.
● Mirror:  Search the inside mirror and then the outside mirror on the side that you will be entering.
● Over-the-Shoulder:  Check your blind spot.  What are you looking for?
● Go:   Avoid hesitation.  Look ahead in the lane you want to travel.

○ Your vehicle should not move until you signal, check mirrors, and blind spot check has been made!  You
start moving when you vision is directed in.

○ Do not disruptive traffic flow:  Get up to speed and check mirrors for cars following.
○ Cancel your signal.

Crossing Traffic

Stop required: Make sure that you have a 90° view in each direction.

Stopping legal requirements:

● Stop line
● Crosswalk
● Sidewalk
● Edge of the road

If you can’t see, creep forward. You need a clear view in both directions.

Where no stop is required: Search the intersection Left, Front & Right before reaching the intersection. Search 45° degrees

to the left and right.

What are you looking for?

Exiting Traffic
1. Find open location to park.

2. SMOG: Don’t slow too much or stop in the middle of the road! Once you start moving off the roadway, then you begin

slowing.

✔ Slow to a walking pace before getting close to the curb.

✔ Park within 12” of the curb.

3. Secure the car: Which is first?   Park or Park Brake

4. Parking on a Hill: Turn wheels in which direction?

Uphill curb: Left Uphill no curb: Right Downhill with or without curb: Right

5. Turn off accessories.

6. Before opening the door, check mirrors and blind spot. Why?

7. When leaving the vehicle, walk to the rear of the vehicle. Why?
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